Abstract. Contrast sets have been shown to be a useful mechanism for describing differences between groups. A contrast set is a conjunction of attribute-value pairs that differ significantly in their distribution across groups. These groups are defined by a selected property that distinguishes one from the other (e.g customers who default on their mortgage versus those that don't). In this paper, we propose a new search algorithm which uses a vertical approach for mining maximal contrast sets on categorical and quantitative data. We utilize a novel yet simple discretization technique, akin to simple binning, for continuous-valued attributes. Our experiments on real datasets demonstrate that our approach is more efficient than two previously proposed algorithms, and more effective in filtering interesting contrast sets.
Introduction
Discovering the differences between groups is a fundamental problem in many disciplines. Groups are defined by a selected property that distinguishes one group from the other. For example, gender (male and female students) or year of admission (students admitted from 2001 to 2010). The group differences sought are novel, implying that they are not obvious or intuitive, potentially useful, implying that they can aid in decision-making, and understandable, implying that they are presented in a format easily understood by human beings. For example, financial institutions may be interested in analyzing historical mortgage data to understand the differences between individuals who default and those who don't. Analysis may reveal that individuals who have married have lower default rates. Contrast set mining [1] [2] [3] [4] has been developed as a data mining task which aims to efficiently identify differences between groups from observational multivariate data.
The contrast set mining techniques previously proposed have all been based on a horizontal mining approach that has been restricted to categorical attributes or a limited number of quantitative attributes. In this paper, we propose a new vertical mining approach for generating contrast sets, which can be applied to any number of categorical and quantitative attributes. This technique allows simultaneous candidate generation and support counting unlike horizontal approaches, and it allows for efficient pruning of the search space. A novel yet simple discretization method that is based on the statistical properties of the data values, is utilized in order to produce intervals for continuous-valued attributes.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we briefly review related work. In Section 3, we describe the contrast set mining problem. In Section 4, we provide an overview of the vertical data format and the search framework for contrast set mining. In Section 5, we introduce our algorithm for mining maximal contrast sets. In Section 6, we present a summary of experimental results from a series of mining tasks. In Section 7, we conclude and suggest areas for future work that are being considered.
Related Work
The STUCCO (Search and Testing for Understandable Consistent Contrasts) algorithm [1] [2] which is based on the Max-Miner rule discovery algorithm [5] , was introduced as a technique for mining contrast sets. The objective of STUCCO is to find statistically significant contrast sets from grouped categorical data. It employed a breadth-first search to enumerate the search space and used the chi-squared (χ 2 ) test to measure independence and employed a modified Bonferroni statistic to limit type-1 errors resulting from multiple hypothesis tests. This algorithm formed the basis for a method proposed to discover negative contrast sets [6] that can include negation of terms in the contrast set. The main difference was their use of Holm's sequential rejective method [7] for the independence test.
The CIGAR (Contrasting Grouped Association Rules) algorithm [3] was proposed as a contrast set mining technique that not only considers whether the difference in support between groups is significant, but it also specifically identifies which pairs of groups are significantly different and whether the attributes in a contrast set are correlated. CIGAR utilizes the same general approach as STUCCO, however it focuses on controlling Type II error through increasing the significance level for the significance tests, and by not correcting for multiple corrections.
Contrast set mining has also been attempted on continuous data. One of the earliest attempts focussed on the formal notion of a time series contrast set [8] and proposed an efficient algorithm to discover timeseries contrast sets on timeseries and multimedia data. The algorithm utilizes a SAX alphabet [9] to convert continuous data to discrete data (discretization). Another approach utilized a modified equal-width binning interval where the approximate width of the intervals is provided as a parameter to the model [4] . The methodology used is similar to STUCCO, with the discretization process added so that it takes place before enumerating the search space.
Problem Definition
Let A = {a 1 , a 2 , · · · , a n } be a set of distinct attributes. We use Q and C to denote the set of quantitative attributes and the set of categorical attributes respectively. Let V(a k ) be the set of possible values that each a k can take on. An attribute-interval pair, denoted as a k : [v kl , v kr ], is an attribute a k associated with an interval [v kl , v kr ], where a k ∈ A, and v kl , v kr ∈ V(a k ). Further, if a k ∈ C then v kl = v kr , and if a k ∈ Q, then v kl ≤ v kr . A transaction T is a set of values {x 1 , x 2 , x 3 , · · · , x n }, where x j ∈ V(a j ) for 1 ≤ j ≤ n. A database D is a set of transactions. A database has a class F , which is a set F = {a 1 , a 2 , · · · , a k }, where ∀a k ∈ A and 1 ≤ |F | < |A|. A group, G, is a conjunction of distinct class attribute-interval pairs. Formally,
A quantitative contrast set, X, is a conjunction of attribute-interval pairs having distinct attributes defined on groups
Henceforth, a contrast set refers to a quantitative contrast set. Given a contrast set, X, we define its attribute-interval set, denoted as AI(X) as the set {a i :
A contrast set X is called k-specific if the cardinality of its attribute-interval set, |AI(X)|, is equal to k. Given two contrast sets, X and Y , we say that X is a subset of Y , denoted as
The frequency of a quantitative contrast set X in D, denoted as f req(X), is the number of transactions in D where X occurs. The tidset of a contrast set, X, is the set t(X) ⊆ T , consisting of all the transactions which contain X. The diffset of a contrast set, X, is the set d(X) ⊆ T , consisting of all the transactions which do not contain X. The support of X for a group G i , denoted as supp(X, G i ), is the percentage of transactions in the database that belong to G i where X occurs. A contrast set is called maximal if it is not a subset of any other contrast set.
A contrast set, X, is called a group difference if and only if the following four criteria are satisfied:
where ǫ is a threshold called the minimum support difference, σ is a minimum frequency threshold, κ is a threshold called the maximum subset support ratio, and Y ⊂ X with |AI(Y )| = |AI(X)| + 1. The first criterion ensures that the contrast set represents a true difference between the groups. Contrast sets that The task of finding all group differences from the set of all contrast sets becomes prohibitively expensive because of a possibly exponentially sized search space. However, a more manageable task is to find the set of maximal group differences. Our goal then is to find all the maximal group differences in a given dataset(i.e, all the maximal contrast sets that satisfy Equations 1, 2, 3, and 4).
Background

Data Format
Our algorithm uses a vertical data format given that we manipulate the tidsets in determining the frequency of the contrast sets. Mining algorithms using the vertical format have been shown to be very effective and usually outperform horizontal approaches [10] [11]. We utilize specifically diffsets which have been shown to substantially improve the running time of algorithms that use it instead of the traditional tidsets [11] [12].
Search for Quantitative Contrast Sets
Our algorithm uses a backtracking search paradigm in order to enumerate all maximal group differences. Backtracking algorithms are useful because they allow us to iterate through all the possible configurations of the search space. Consider a sample dataset shown in Table 1 with five attributes, A, B, C, D, and E, each taking on values of 0 and 1 indicating absence and presence, respectively, in a transaction. Each transaction is identified by a TID. The full search space tree is shown in Figure 1 .
The root of the tree corresponds to the combine set {A, B, C, D, E}, which is composed of the 1-specific contrast sets from the items shown in Table 1 . All these contrast sets share the empty prefix in common. The leftmost child of the root consists of all the subsets containing A as the prefix, i.e. the set {AB, AC, AD, AE}, and so on. A combine set lists the contrast sets that the prefix can be extended with to obtain a new contrast set. Clearly no subtree of a node that fails to satisfy Equations 1, 2, 3, and 4 has to be examined. The main advantage of this approach is that it allows us to break up the original search space into independent sub-problems. The subtree rooted at A can be treated as a completely new problem such that the contrast sets under it can be enumerated, prefixed with the contrast set A, and so on.
Formally, for a set of contrast sets with prefix P , [P ] = {X 1 , X 2 , · · · , X n }, the intersection of P X i with all of P X j with j > i is performed to obtain a new combine set [P X i ] where the contrast set P X i X j meets Equations 1, 2, 3, 
Distribution Difference
We utilize an interestingness measure, referred to in this paper as the distribution difference, which measures how different the group support in the contrast set is from the entire dataset [4] . Formally, the distribution difference of a contrast set, X, is
where n is the number of groups, n(G i ) is the number of transactions that belong to G i , n(X) is the number of transactions where X occurs, and n(X, G i ) is the number of transactions in group, G i , where X occurs.
Our Proposed Approach
In this section we introduce our approach to contrast set mining using a vertical approach and describe it using the dataset in Table 1 .
Tests for Significance
Like STUCCO, in order to determine if a contrast set is significant we use a 2×G contingency table where the row represents the truth of the contrast set, and the column indicates group membership. We use the standard test for independence of variables in contingency tables, the χ 2 statistic. To correct for small sample sizes (i.e, less than 1000), we use Fisher's exact test when the number of groups is two, and Yates correction otherwise. Also like STUCCO, we use a Bonferroni-like adjustment to reduce the number of false discoveries.
Comparison of Contrasting Groups
In determining statistical significance, when we reject the null hypothesis, we can conclude that a significant difference exists amongst the groups. When there are only two groups, we know that that differences lies between "Group 1 and not Group 1 (i.e., Group 2)". However, when there are more than two groups, we do not have enough information to determine specifically amongst which groups the differences lie. We use a set of 2 × 2 contingency tables representing the absence and presence of each group and determine with which pairs there is a significant difference. This is referred to as the one versus all approach.
Formally, with the one versus all approach, for a contrast set X, where ∃iP (X|G i ), we determine
Discretization
In order to determine intervals for quantitative attributes, we use a discretization approach to determine the endpoints of the interval. Our algorithm uses statistical properties of the values, (i.e., the mean and standard deviation) to determine where an interval begins and ends. This makes our approach simple, akin to simple binning methods, which use a fixed number of intervals, yet more responsive to the distribution of the values in determining the number of intervals. Our Discretize algorithm shown in Algorithm 1 takes a set of values for a quantitative attribute and returns a list of cut-points. The algorithm starts by sorting the values in ascending order. The minimum, maximum, mean and standard deviation, V min , V max , V mean , V sd , respectively, are determined. V mean is the first cut-point. The algorithm finds cut-points within a half a standard deviation away from the minimum and maximum values. For example, assume that the maximum and minimum values for an attribute in a set of transactions are 19.4 and 45.8, respectively, with a mean of 28.5 and a standard deviation of 3.5. L cp would be (28.5-3.5=25.0), and R cp would be (28.5+3.5=32.0) initially. Since both values are greater than a standard deviation away from the minimum and maximum values, they are added to C. The process is repeated, generating additional cut-points of 21.5, 35.5, 39, and 42.5. 
Mining Maximal Group Differences
In order to find all the maximal group differences in a given dataset, i.e all the quantitative contrast sets that satisfy Equations 1, 2, 3, and 4, we present our algorithm, COSINE(Contrast Set Exploration using Diffsets), in Algorithm 2. It adapts several tenets of the back-tracking search technique first proposed in [11] for contrast set mining.
COSINE begins by first determining all the 1-specific quantitative contrast sets from the V of each attribute in the dataset not in the class F , and storing them in B (lines 1-6). Attributes which are quantitative are discretized using our Discretize Algorithm, to determine a V set from which 1-specific quantitative contrast sets can be generated. For each element in B, COSINE determines their diffset, D x , their frequency, F x , and the cardinality of their potential combine set, C x . It then uses a one versus all approach to determine with which specific groups the differences lie, then adds the contrast sets that satisfy Equations 1, 2, and 3 into a combine set C 0 (lines 8-14). C 0 is then sorted in ascending order of the cardinality of C x , then by the frequency, F x (line 17). Using these two criteria to order the combine set has been shown to more likely eliminate many branches in the search tree from consideration and to produce a smaller backtracking tree [11] . COSINE then calls a subroutine, MINE, presented in Algorithm 3, with C 0 , M , which will hold all our maximal group differences at the end, and the prefix, P 0 (line 18). If we consider the example in Figure 1 , COSINE starts at the root of the tree with P 0 = ∅, and with {A, B, C, D, E}, sorted as {E, D, C, B, A} as C 0 .
MINE first determines P l+1 , which is simply x. Secondly, it determines a new possible set of combine elements for P l+1 , H l+1 , by first stripping the prefix P l+1 from the previous prefix P l , creating P ′ l+1 . It then determines from the list of elements in C l , those which are greater than (appear after) P l+1 . For any such
Algorithm 2 COSINE(D, F )
Input: Input: Dataset D and class F Output: The set of all maximal group differences M 1:
end if 5: B = B ∪ V(i) 6: end for 7: C0 = {} 8: for each x ∈ B do 9:
Determine Dx, Fx, and |Cx| 10:
Determine P (x|Gi) = P (x|¬Gi), ∀i 12:
end if 14: end for 15: Sort each C0 in increasing |Cx| then in increasing Fx 16: MINE(P0, C0, M ) 17: return M element, y, MINE strips it of the prefix P l , creating y ′ . It then checks whether the attribute-interval set of P ′ l+1 and y ′ are different. P ′ l+1 and y ′ are 1-specific contrast sets and if they have the same attribute-interval set, it means they originate from the same attribute and cannot be part of a new contrast set, as we require contrast sets to have unique attributes. If they are not equal, y is added to H l+1 (lines 4-12). In our example, P 1 = {E}, and since P 0 = {}, then
MINE next determines if the cardinality of the current set of maximal contrast sets, M l , is greater than zero. If it is, MINE checks if P l+1 ∪ H l+1 is subsumed by an existing maximal set. If yes, the current and subsequent contrast sets in C l can be pruned away (lines 13-17). If not, an extension is necessary. MINE then creates a new combine set, C l+1 ,by combining the prefix P l+1 with each member y of the possible set of combine elements, H l+1 , to create a new contrast set z. For each z, it calculates its diffset, D z , and its frequency, F z , then determines whether Equations 1, 2, 3, and 4 are satisfied. Each combination, z, that satisfies the criteria is added to a new combine set C l+1 (lines 20-27). C l+1 is sorted in increasing order of the frequency of its members. Re-ordering a combine set in increasing order of frequency has been shown to more likely produce small combine sets at the next level [12] . This suggests that contrast sets with a lower frequency at one level are less likely to produce contrast sets that meet our frequency threshold on the next level. In our example, M 1 = ∅, and C 1 = {ED, EC, EB, EA}.
After creating the new combine set, C l+1 , if it is empty and P l+1 is not a subset of any maximal contrast set in M l , P l+1 is added to M l (lines 29-32). Otherwise, a new set of local maximal contrast sets, M l+1 , is created based on
for each y ∈ C l do 6: if y > P l+1 then 7:
Let y
H l+1 = H l+1 ∪ {y} 10:
end
for each y ∈ H l+1 do 21:
Determine Dz, and Fz 23:
Determine P (x|Gi) = P (x|¬Gi), ∀i 25:
end if 27: end for 28:
Sort C l+1 by increasing Fz, ∀z ∈ C l+1 29:
end if 33: else 34:
end if 36:
end if 39:
the notion of progressive focusing [11] [12] , whereby only the contrast sets in M l that contain all the contrast sets in P l are added to M l+1 (line 34). This allows the number of maximal contrast sets of interest to be narrowed down as recursive calls are made. If C l+1 is not empty, MINE is called again with P l+1 , C l+1 , and the set of new local maximal contrast sets, M l+1 (lines 36-38). After the recursion completes, the set of maximal contrast sets, M l , is updated with the elements from M l+1 (line 39). From our example, since |C 1 | = ∅, we skip the superset check, and create M 1 = {}. In our example, COSINE calls MINE with E, and {ED, EC, EB, EA}. This process continues until all the maximal contrast sets are identified.
Experimental Results
In this section, we present the results of an experimental evaluation of the CO-SINE algorithm which was implemented in Java and run on an Intel dual core processor with 4GB of memory. Discovery tasks were performed on four datasets obtained from the UCI Machine Learning Repository [13] . The characteristics of the four datasets are shown in Table 2 .
Efficiency Evaluation
We ran a series of discovery tasks on the Census, Mushroom, Thyroid, and Pendigits datasets in order to compare the efficiency of COSINE with that of STUCCO and CIGAR. We implemented STUCCO and CIGAR in the same language and ran it on the same platform as COSINE. Although they each have different objectives and thus place different constraints on the search process, STUCCO, CIGAR, and COSINE all use the support difference as a constraint, thus we can measure the time taken to complete the discovery task as the support difference varies. We ran STUCCO, CIGAR, and COSINE, using a significance level of 0.95, on the four datasets, of which the Mushroom dataset and a subset of the Census dataset were utilized in [1] and [3] . Figure 2 shows the results comparing the run time to the minimum support difference. We use a minimum frequency threshold of 0 and a maximum subset support ratio of 0 for COSINE. The results have been averaged over 10 consecutive runs. We use the same parameters for CIGAR as outlined in [3] for these datasets. We also ran COSINE without controlling for Type I errors, referred to as COSINE-1 in Figure 2 . On all four datasets, both COSINE and COSINE-I outperformed STUCCO and CIGAR. This observation was most acute on the Mushroom dataset when the minimum support difference is 0. Above a minimum support difference of 10, there is no difference in runtime amongst STUCCO, COSINE, and COSINE-I. The run time observed for STUCCO on the Mushroom dataset is consistent with that in [1] . On both the Thyroid and Census datasets, the difference in runtime 
Interestingness Evaluation
In this section, we examine the effectiveness of the maximum subset ratio in terms of the interestingness of the contrast sets that are discovered. Table 3 shows the average distribution difference of the maximal contrast sets discovered for each of the four datasets as the maximum subset support ratio is varied. These results were generated with a minimum frequency threshold of 0, significance level of 0.95, and a minimum support difference of 0. For each of the four datasets, as the maximum subset support ratio is varied from 0 to 0.5, we can observe an increase in the average distribution difference of the contrast sets discovered. This indicates that the contrast sets discovered have a substantially different distribution amongst the groups, than that of the entire dataset, thus they are interesting. Thus the maximum subset support ratio serves as a good filter for producing interesting contrast sets.
Conclusion
In this paper, we introduced and demonstrated an approach for mining maximal group differences: COSINE. COSINE mined maximal contrast sets that are significant, large, frequent and specific from categorical and quantitative data and utilized a discretization technique for continuous-valued attributes by using their mean and standard deviation to determine the number of intervals. We compared our approach with two previous contrast set mining approaches, STUCCO and CIGAR, and found our approach to be more efficient. Finally, we showed that the maximum subset support ratio was effective in filtering interesting contrast sets. Future work will examine further search space reduction techniques.
